
Temporaray Surface Protection

The original cover guard product developed 
for the protection of all types of finished floor 
surfaces. Designed for use within the industrial 
sector and aimed specifically at construction, 
new building, refit, repair and maintenance 
projects.

Cover guard® is the leading flame 
retardant polyethylene film on the market 
designed specifically for the protection of 
hard, non-porous surfaces. Cover guard® 

provides a slip resistant protection in DP 
(embossed with anti-slip diamond plate 
pattern). 

Cover guard® is supplied in 10 to 40 mil 
thickness and is available in two practical 
and manageable widths for use in 
corridors and public spaces. Cover guard® 
is secured into place with our heavy duty 
waterproof seam tape. Cover guard® is 
extremely durable, tough, tear resistant 
and offers protection against impacts, 

indentations and markings. It is resistant 
to most chemicals, paints, over-spray, 
dirt, dust, debris and is waterproof. 

Cover guard® reduces the possibility of 
damage to expensive finishes. The system 
is quick, easy and efficient to install and 
remove. Cutting and shaping is very 
simple, reducing labor time, storage and 
handling. Maintenance is also kept to 
a minimum. The product is very easy to 
clean and is re-usable. Protection and 
grade selection is dependant on the 
type of surface being protected, the 
amount of traffic or activity that will take 
place on the protected surface and the 

length of the protection period. General 
applications range from the protection of 
vinyl, linoleum, wood, steel, poured resin 
floors, walkways, open areas and vertical 
surfaces. Simply roll out the product 
onto the flooring for the duration of the 
protection period. 

Manufactured under strict quality control, 
Cover guard® is fully mil-traceable and 
is continuously re-tested for its flame 
retardant properties, smoke and toxicity 
to reduce the risk of fire.
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General Applications:   Temporary protection for all types of finished floor and wall surfaces

Part Numbers:           Diamond Plate: CG 1036 DP, CG 1072 DP, CG 1336 DP, CG 1372 DP, CG 2536 DP, CG 2572 DP, CG 4036 DP, CG 4072 DP
 
Description:         10 - 40 mil Flame Retardant Polyethylene Film 

Material Thickness:      .0100 inch (10 mil) - .040 inch (40 mil)   

Color:         ocean blue

Finish:          Embossed with non-slip diamond plate pattern

Securing Method:      Self wrapping of large areas or fixable with tape

Roll Widths:        3 feet and 6 feet

Roll Length:        Various lengths from 120’ to 393’

Roll Coverage:        360 to 2,358 sq. feet depending on material & size selected

Roll Weight:       Approximately 60 - 150 lbs. depending on size selected 

Testing Body:        NFPA 701 Small Scale and Large Scale
         
Certification:	 							 Available upon request

Quality Assurance:    Six month continuous testing manufacturing mil traceability
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